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FOREWORD 

The practicability of the magnetic core as the basic storage element 

in a high-speed digital computer has been established with the instal lation 

and successful operation of the banks of core storage in the WWI computer. 

I t has long been realized that the basic functions of a memory system, 

storage and switching, can be performed in many different ways using cores. 

Some techniques for performing these functions, especially selection, are 

explored and analyzed in this paper. 

The author i s grateful to Mr. D. R. Brown for undertaking the 

supervision of this thesisj to Mr. W. N. Papian for many helpful 

suggestions* to Mr. Jay W. Forrester* and to the Staff of Division 6, 

Lincoln Laboratory, without whose aid this thesis work would have been 

impossible. 

Because i t presents information of general interest, this thesis 

report, which has had only very limited distribution, i s being issued as 

a Division 6 R-series report. 

Approve d: W_ 
Jay \L Forrester 
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SWITCH FOR REGISTER SELECTION IN A MAGNETIC-CORE MEMORY 

ABSTRACT 

A summary of the requirements of different systems which are 

realizable using memory cores and switch cores is presented. A number 

of different systems are analyzed to show how operating characteristics 

are affected by various designs. 

An analysis is given of the switch core or saturable transformer as 

a circuit element. An equivalent circuit is derived which is valid under 

pulsed conditions. An experimental method for obtaining pulsed hysteresis 

loops simply is explained. Universal curves are presented which are useful 

in switch design. 

«A 256 register, 16 place memory, driven register-wise from a 2£6 

position core switch is described and operating results are given. This 

system was operated dynamically and successfully stored all patterns of 

information which were tested. The system employs some innovations not 

believed to have been tried in previous memories such as a single non-

cancelling winding for both sensing and inhibiting. 

A theoretical analysis and some experimental results are given for 

a proposed system which would employ external register drive but which 

would require two memory cores per bit. 

A memory system is proposed in which the memory and switching 

functions are completely divorced, each being performed in separate cores. 

This system would theoretically reduce requirements on core characteristics 

to a minimum. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Electronic Computers 

The prime function of a general-purpose high-speed digital 

computer is to perform many simple arithmetic operations in a short 

period of time. In computational applications, such as the solution of 

problems in the physical sciences by numerical analysis, speed is clearly 

desirableo In so-called real-time applications, the machine is required 

to process information continuously at a rate which permits its insertion 

in a feedback loop in which conditions change rapidlyj here speed is 

essential. 

Until recently the limiting element in computers has been the 

internal storage or memory. Flip-flops and gates which operate at 1 

megacycle have been available for some time but until the advent of 

newer, faster, memory systems it has not been possible to take full 

advantage of these. 

1.1 Memory Systems 

The memory of a large-scale digital computer is generally a 

unit capable of storing thousands to millions of numbers in registers 

each of some 10 to 100 binary digits long. High-speed memories should 

have random accessf that is, it should be possible to read out of the 

registers in any order. It should also be parallelj that is, all digits 

of a number (or "word* as it is called) enter and leave the memory 

simultaneously along separate channels rather than sequentially along a 

-1-
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single channel. It is desirable to be able to select the proper register 

efficiently and quickly from among the thousands or possibly millions of 

registers and to read out the information it holds and then write in any 

desired information. 

A survey of the attempts to produce a suitable storage element 

reveals a wide variety of components which have been partially successful. 

The most important of these is the electrostatic-storage tube. As the 

demand for faster, more efficient, and more reliable machines increased, 

however, the search for a new storage element was intensified. 

1*2 The Magnetic Memory Core 

o 
In 19ii? Jay W. Forrester suggested the use of a magnetic toroid 

as the memory element in a computer. The system he proposed then has 

since been designed, developed, and constructed at the M.I.T. Digital 

Computer Laboratory and has supplanted the previous banks of electro

static storage in the Whirlwind I computer. This system uses the square 

hysteresis loop of certain magnetic materials to partially perform the 

selection process and to store information, necessary operations in a 

computer memory. The dependence of such a memory on the proper square-

loop characteristic of the core has greatly accelerated research in the 

field of materials for this type of work. William N. Papian in 1950^ 

carried on much of the initial work in testing materials and found that 

metallic-ribbon cores were available with sufficient rectangularity to 

make usable memory materials. Since that time powdered-ferrite cores 

have been developed which switch faster, are cheaper to fabricate, and 

are less sensitive to physical contact. 

1) Numbered references refer to correspondingly numbered references in 

the bibliography. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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The colncident-current-aemory system operates in the following 

manner. Consider an array of cores arranged in planes and oriented with 

respect to three orthogonal axes as shown in Figo 1-1. Each core in the 

array lies at the intersection of a unique set of X, Y, and Z co-ordinates* 

an actual wire runs through the cores for each co-ordinate. The memory-

core hysteresis loop is sketched in Fig. 1-2. 

The lower flux state by definition, will constitute a ONE and 

the upper a ZERO. To read out, enough positive current must be applied 

to switch the core from the lower to the upper state. If the core was 

already in the upper or ZERO state, there is very little flux output. 

Reading a ONE, therefore, produces a large voltage, while reading a 

ZERO gives a small output. These outputs are sketched in Fig. 1-3° 

The memory cycle consists in reading the information contained 

in a register and then writing into the same register (not necessarily 

the same information). It is important at this point to recognize two 

important facts? 

1. The read-out destroys the information held in the core, 

i.e., all cores in the register are put in the ZERO state. 

2* The read-out does not require any selection among the 

digits. The entire register receives the read-out 

excitation, whereas in writing some cores in the register 

will be switched to the ONE state and others will be left 

in the ZERO state they were in because of reading -

depending, of course, on the information to be stored in 

the register* 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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Two functions need explainings 

1* How a register can be selected to read* 

2. How an arbitrary pattern of ONEs and ZEROs can be 

written in a register.. 

Both of these of course must be accomplished without changing 

the information held by the other cores in the arrayo 

If the current necessary to switch a core is defined as I and 
m 

the core material is such that I /Z will not switch the core, then by 
m 

applying +1 /2 to an I line and *lm/Z to any Y l ine , i t i s possible to 

select the register at the intersection of these two co-ordinates with

out destroying the information held in other registers . In order to 

write in this register - I /2 i s applied on the I and -I_/2 on the I l ine . 

The appropriate Z-windlngs are used to inhibit with +1 /2 on those planes 
m 

in which ZEROs are to be written. This selection process depends 

ei tirely on the ability of the core to switch at an excitation of I 

and to remain unchaged when subjected to an excitation of I_/2. At this 

m 

point it is convenient to define the noise in this system as that part 

of the sense-winding output during read-out which is not contributed by 

the selected core. The noise would be made up of capacitive and inductive 

coupling from driving lines as well as the outputs due to half-selected 

cores which are subjected to I /2 excitation. 

m 

1.3 Memory Evaluation 

The system described above is only one of a very large number 

which uses the magnetic core as its basic element. Part of the aim of 

this thesis is to organize the sporadic series of inspirational schemes 

* 
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for magnetic-core memories into a general system of select ion pr inciples 

and to attempt to characterize the memory system in terras of s igni f icant 

key propert ies which w i l l help in evaluating the many different possible 

scheme s• 

These properties ares 

1 . Re l i ab i l i ty , which i s most easr ly estimated by tube 

count and marginsj 

2 . Size (number of r e g i s t e r s x number of places = number 

of b i t s ) | 

3 . Access time: the minimum time between successive read

outs , 

lu Cost, which i s mainly measured by core specif icat ions, 

wiring complexity, and tube count. 

l.U Outline 

The general problem of select ion in a core memory w i l l be con

sidered in the next Chapter, and a system using a core switch for d i r e c t 

r eg i s t e r drive w i l l be out l ined. Chapter 3 wi l l be concerned with 

saturable transformer design for such core switches. 

Chapter k w i l l describe the design and experimental work on a 

system consisting of a 256-position core switch driving a 16-place memory 

reg i s t e r -wise . Resul ts , conclusions, and suggestions for future work 

w i l l be contained in Chapter 5» 

The appendices contain descriptions of two suggested systems 

which have some unusual fea tures . 
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CHAPTER 2 

SEIZCTION SYSTEMS FOR CORE MEMORIES 

2.0 The Switching Problem 

N 
For a memory with 2 registers, the switching problem for reading 

is to select one register determined by the information held in N flip-

flops. Selection consists of applying full switching current to the 

cores in the appropriate register without destroying information held 

in other registers. For writing it must be possible to put any combination 

of ONEs and ZEROs in the different places of the selected register. 

To perform these selection or switching functions assume only 

the following sources of nonlinearity to be available: 

1* Memory cores with square hysteresis loopsj 

2. Diode matrices* 

3 . Saturable transformers (or switch cores). 

The over-all switching system is the result of cascading these 3 elements, 

each of which i s capcble of being used as an "and" gate, into a combination 
M 

capable of controlling 2" outputs from the N input-pairs available at 

the address f l ip-f lops. 

2.1 Memory Cores 

Memory-core materials now available are either sincere I ferrite 

or metallic ribbon* In general, the metallic cores switch more slowly 

than most ferrites at coincident-current excitations and have lower 

coercive forces. Experiments show that the product of switching time 

and net magnetic f ield intensity is a constant for a given material. 

-8-
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This constant S is smaller for metals than for ferrltes and does not 
w 

vary greatly for different ferrite mixtures now available. (Net field 

is the applied field less the coercive force of the material.) 

If P is defined as the ratio of the smallest excitation which 

will switch a core to the largest which will not, then core materials 

presently at hand have characteristics in the range from P • 1.5 to 3. 

It is important to realize that successful selection as defined above 

is not necessarily sufficient in itself to assure a working memory array. 

For this, the output of a ONE must be distinguishable from that of a 

ZERO in the presence of noise on the sense winding during the read 

process. Much work has been done to analyze the different types of 

:oi 

6 
noise produced by partially selected cores and the effect of sense-

winding geometry on the noise problem. 

R. Everett has developed the general principles of selection 

7 
within an array of memory cores. Consider an array of cores each 

lying at the intersection of S co-ordinate wires and specify that 

selection will be made by the linear addition of S independent selections, 

one in each co-ordinate. The selection ratio R is defined as the 

absolute value of the ratio between the excitation received by the 

selected core and the largest total excitation received by any unselected 

core. It is possible to show that the maximum selection ratio, RM, 

obtainable for a system having S dimensions is given by: 

R* * |±f (i) 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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For a system to have R * R-, i t is necessary and sufficient that the 

following conditions be fu l f i l l ed: 

1* The difference between the selecting and unselecting 

excitations in any dimension i s 2/(S+l) of ful l switch

ing current. 

2 . The absolute value of neither selecting nor unselecting 

excitations can exceed 2/(S+l) of fu l l switching current. 

3 . The sum of a l l selecting excitations i s equal to fu l l 

switching current. 

For successful selection i t i s necessary, of course, that R be greater 

than O . The number of cores, C, in an array having a coincidence of 

S dimensions, the z^ of which has 0 elements, (that i s drive wires) 
8 

i s given by the product of the number of elements in each dimension, 

c-fK 
8 • 1 

2.2 Switch Cores 

The use of saturable transformers as switching elements has been 

described extensively in the literature. ' ' For the present the core 

can be considered as having characteristics similar to those of a memory 

core. There is one fundamental difference, however, between their modes 

of operation. A switch core is not required to store information beyond 

the limits of a single cycle. That is, after a core has been switched 

and before another selection can be made, the core is always reset to 

its original starting point on the hysteresis loop. The selection 

problem within the switch is, therefore, much less severe than in the 

memory core, since unlimited amounts of bias current can be applied to 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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nonselected cores without any danger of destroying information. Ideally, 

therefore, the P of the switch core approaches unity, and the number 

of dimensions of selection can be as large as desired* 

In the systems to be considered, the core switch, where used, 

will provide the current pulses on the co-ordinate wires of the memory. 

The elements of a given dimension will be controlled by a switch having 

as many outputs as there are elements* 

Concern here is only with modes of operation in which both 

polarities of output are used to drive the memory cores, the first 

during read and the second during write. This eliminates the need for 

a diode for decoupling the load when the core is switching back and 

eliminates the need for separate write drivers. This also precludes 

the possibility of switching back the switch core at some time outside 

the read-*rite cycle. This method has certain advantages but is too 

costly in time to be considered here. As in the case of the memory core, 

consider a switch core lying at the intersection of M co-ordinate wires. 

If the net excitation received by the selected switch core is defined 

as unity, then the requirements on the excitations for selecting and 

unselecting are: 

1* The difference between selecting and unselecting 

excitations in any nontrlvlal dimension is greater than or equal to unity. 

(A nontrlvlal dimension is one having more than a single element. A 

trivial dimension has a single element and would correspond to a wire 

linking all the cores in the switch which, therefore, is always selected 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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since it was specified that one selection was made in each dimension. 

In referring to a switch as having a specific number of dimensions, 

nontrivial dimensions will henceforth be tacitly assumed unless other

wise stated.) 

2. The sum of all the selecting excitations is equal to unity. 

If condition 1 above is satisfied with an equal sign, the system 

is most efficient with respect to bias currents. That is, the greatest 

net excitation on any nonselected core is zero, the maximum allowable 

for an ideal core. 

Two systems satisfying the requirements for successful selection 

are shown below in tabular form. 

Dimensions 

Excitations 
Selected 

Unselected 

Sl 

1 

0 

S2 

0 

•1 

S3 

0 

-1 

• — . 

0 

-1 

• -

0 

-1 

SM 

0 

-1 

Excitations 

Dimensions 

Selected 

Unselected 

Sl 

1 

0 

S2 

1 

0 

S3 
1 

0 

— — 

1 

0 

— -

1 

0 

SM 

-(M-2) 

-(M-2) 

The first scheme has the advantage of not using a trivial dimension. 

The second has the advantage of exciting only one driver at a time in 

each dimension, whereas the first requires all but one driver in each 

• 
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dimension to be excited simultaneously. To switch the core back In 

either scheme 1 or 2 it is only necessary to unselect one dimension 

completely and change the address in any other dimension, thus giving a 

net excitation of -1 for writing. 

In genera]., the following relationships are found to hold for 

core switches of this type. 

For a 0 position switch having M dimensions the mth containing 

ix elements: m 
M (3) 

tf-7T*L 
• - i m 

That i s , the number of switch outputs equals the product of the number 

of elements per dimension. 
H 

T - 3 T ji (U) 
m • 1 

The number of vacuum-tube drivers, T, required to excite the switch i s 

given (equation (U)) by the sum of the number of elements in each 

dimension. 

The number of wires per core (excluding secondary) i s equal to 

the number of dimensions M. The number of switch cores a driver excites 

in a dimension i s equal to the product of the number of elements in the 

other dimensions. From formulas (3) and (U) i t can be shown that the 

tube count i s minimized for a symmetrical system ( i . e . , one in which a l l 

the dimensions have the same number of elements). It can also be shown 

that after a point increasing the number of dimensions ln a switch buys 

l i t t l e in the way of reducing vacuum tube-count. As an example, consider 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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the graph of tube count vs. M, the number of dimensions for a 2f>6-

position switch, as shown in Fig. 2-1. The net reduction in tube count 

in going from 2 to 8 dimensions is a factor of 2. The costs in added 

number of wires per core and in added number of cores driven per tube 

are to be weighted against this saving in drivers. A full binary switch, 

that is, one with 2 elements per dimension is probably never justifiable 

because of the great wiring complexity and the large number of cores 

driven per dimension. Any quaternary switch (h elements per dimension) 

yields the same tube count (because 2+2 - 2x2) but requires half the 

windings per core needed in the binary, and each tube drives one-half as 

many cores. 

2.3 Diode Matrix 

The diode matrix shown schematically in Fig. u-7 is capable of 

providing 2 outputs from F flip-flops. In general, the flip-flops can

not drive the matrix directly, 2 buffers being needed per flip-flop or a 

F 
total of 2F drivers for a matrix with 2 outputs. The number of diodes 

11 P 

required if the matrix is of the rectangular kind is F x 2 . Depending 

on the circuit details, buffers may also be necessary between the matrix 

and the driver tubes. 

2.1i General System 

The method of cascading the three nonlinear elements discussed 

above into a complete memory-switching system is shown in Fig. 2-2. 

The Greek letter in each box indicates the size of (number of 

outputs from) the switch it represents/ the subscripts indicate the 

switching path with which it is associated. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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C i s the number of cores in memory. 

s refers to the s switch and the dimension in the memory which 
i t drives. 

(J* i s the size of the s switch. 
8 

m refers to the m diode matrix driving the s core switch and 
the dimension in core switch which i t selects* 

n i s the size of m matrix in s switch. 
Ms 

f refers to f f l ip-f lop driving m matrix driving s core 
ms switch. 

0- i s the size of f l ip-f lop (always 2 ) . 

T i s the number of vacuum-tube drivers. 

D i s the number of diodes in matrices* 

GENERAL MEMORY SWITCHING SYSTEM 

Fig. 2-2. 
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An S-dimensional memory i s driven by S independent core switches, 

each of which i s excited in a number of dimensions by vacuum tubes which 

are in turn controlled by diode matrices which are selected by f l ip - f lops . 

The equations describing the over-al l system and giving the t o t a l 

tube, diode, and switch-core cant appear in Appendix 3* 

In attempting to make a comparative evaluation between systems 

the following points snuuld be kept in mind: 

1* As S increases the number of wires in the memory increases, 

the p required increases, the number of inputs decreases, the number of 

memory cores to be driven per selecting l ine increases, and the number 

of memory-core noise outputs increases* 

2, As M increases the number of windings per switch core 

increases, the number of cores per driver increases, and the number of 

noise-current outputs increases. The number of cores which are more 

highly saturated increases, and the number of different possible bias 

levels increases. 

3« A dimension driven d i rec t ly from vacuum tubes ra ther 

than from a core switch has the advantage of supplying high impedance 

and well-shaped pulses. The disadvantage i s that separate drivers are 

required for reading and writing whereas the switch requires no write 

drivers, and 2 wires w i l l be required per dimension unless a pulse t r ans 

former i s used. 

U» The actual number of cathodes per f l ip - f lop associated 

with driving a diode matrix increases greatly with the size of the matrix 

if fast r i s e times are required. For a matrix with h or 8 outputs, for 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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instance, the cathode count per flip-flop is considerably lower than for 

a 61i-position matrix. It is difficult to make a quantitative generali

zation, however, since much depends on the rise times required and on the 

tubes availabe. 

2.5 Systems now under Investigation 

With the general principles of selection established, it is in

teresting to consider specific systems. At the present time core-memory 

work at Lincoln Laboratory1s Division 6 is proceeding on a number of 

systems. Since all of these are symmetrical, i.e., all switches of a 

kind are of the same size it is useful to introduce a shorthand notation 

to replace the complex symbols used above to describe the most general 

case. All that is required to define the system (assuming symmetry) is 

to specify 2 numbers, one giving the number ol dimensions in the core 

memory and the other, the number of dimensions in the core switches M. 

Thus, a 2 - 3 memory is a 2-dimensional memory with 3-dimensional core 

switches driving each dimension.(An M of 1 means no core switch is used.) 

This notation is used to describe the read process which is 

essentially one of register selection (it being tacitly understood that 

the write requires an additional dimension for place selection, which 

will be obtained directly from vacuum tubes). In discussing memory-core 

requirements for a particular system it should be emphasized, therefore, 

that the p required Is determined by the R corresponding to the write 

rather than the read. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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A consideration of these systems makes it clear that it is 

possible to trade one quality for another by design manipulation. The 

2 - 1 system first attempted at M.I.T. uses the maximum number of vacuum 

tubes except for the 1 - 1 (which uses a prohibitive number). It has 

the minimum in wiring complexity, no core switches and only 2 drive wires 

per memory core for read (3 for write), A O of 2 is required. 

12 
The 2 - 6 system being attempted is aimed at reducing the tube 

count and eliminating the need for the diode matrices (i.e., F • 2). The 

core requirements are unchanged, and the wiring complexity of the switch 

is an added cost. 

13 

The h - 1 system being considered is aimed at reducing the tube 

count drastically but places an extremely heavy burden on the memory 

cores which require a p of 1.5 and requires at least twice as many wires 

in the memory* The number of noise output is also increase considerably. 

2.6 A Proposed System 

It is interesting at this point to consider the possibility of 

designing a system in which ideally, at least, there would be no 

restriction on the P of the memory core. That is, one in which the 

selection is performed completely external to the memory itself. This 

does not fit readily into any of the categories previously mentioned 

because it requires a one-dimensional write, and the previous systems 

have all assumed a write with one dimension greater than the read. A 

possible realization of such a system is described in detail in Appendix 1 

and an experimental investigation has been undertaken to determine its 

feasibility. 
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2.7 System to be Designed 

The experience gained with the Whirlwind I storage (which i s of 

15 

type 2-1) has led naturally to an attempt to overcome some of the 

more serious limitations Inherent in the system. One of these was the 

rigid specifications on cores. A p of 2 was required and the number of 

noise outputs was such that cores had to be tested for half-select noise. 

An ideal one-dimensional read system could allow a p of as much 

as 3 and would eliminate noise entirely during the read. 

In considering the possibility of such a system the following 

facts should be noted. 

First, it is obvious that a memory of any nontrivial size probably 

cannot be driven register-wise directly from vacuum tubes because of the 

prohibitive number required. A core switch having as many outputs as 

registers of storage could, however, do the job economically. Each core 

in the switch must be capable of driving a single register of cores. If 

the switch is not ideal there will be spurious outputs on the sense winding 

introduced by the noise outputs from the switch. The number, size, and 

characteristic of these will be determined by the design of the switch. 

There are no limits to the amplitude of the read pulse so long 

as it is sufficient to switch the memory core. This means that faster, 

larger, readout signals are possible. The write pulse, however, is 

limited to the restrictions of 2-dimensional coincident-current operation. 

This operation can be obtained in 2 ways. The first method has a digit-

plane driver which produces a half-amplitude pulse in the write direction, 
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while the register line receives a half-amplitude write pulse from the 

core switch. The 2 together are sufficient to write a ONE but neither 

acting alone can switch a core. The second method has the register line 

supplied with a full-amplitude pulse and uses the digit-plane driver to 

inhibit when ZEROs are to be written. This latter method has the 

advantage of requiring a full-amplitude write pulse from the switch. 

Since the switch i s constrained to put out equal-area pulses on read and 

on write, the write w i l l require less time than i f a half-amplitude pulse 

were used. The system described in the next Chapter, therefore, uses 

the digit-plane inhibit for writing. 

The potential advantages of a one-dimensional read system over 

the 2-dimensional are: 

1* Elimination of noise outputsi 

2. Faster, larger, readout signals* 

3 . Increase of p to 3j 

h» Simpler memory-plane construction. 

The possible disadvantages are: 

1* The added wiring complexity and expense of the switch} 

2* Loss of current-pulse uniformity and output impedance in 

going from vacuum tube to switch drive. 

The feas ib i l i ty of the entire system depends heavily on the design 

of the core switch required to drive the registc a. This design requires 

a thorough understanding of the operation of the saturable transformer 

when used as a switching element. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE SWITCH CORE AS A CIRCUIT ELEMENT 

3.0 Ideal Switch Core 

The ideal saturable transformer or switch core has 2 possible 

impedance levels, zero and infinity. As a shunt element it is capable 

of transmitting to the output terminals all or none of the energy applied 

to the input terminals depending on the state that it is in. The 

hysteresis loop for such an element is shown in Fig. 3-1* A detailed 

discussion of the use of the switch core as a logical element in the 

selection system of a magnetic-core memory is included in Chapter 2» 

To design a working switch, however, it becomes necessary to 

consider the characteristics of existing rather than ideal elements. 

Fig. 3-2 shows the hysteresis loops for a metal and for a ferrite core. 

In particular, the transformer is often called upon to deliver current 

pulses of a specific shape, amplitude, and impedance level into various 

loads when selected (i.e., in the high impedance state). In addition, 

there is some upper limit to the noise output which can be tolerated when 

the core is in the low-impedance, or nonselected, state. In order to 

design for these conditions it is necessary to have a thorough under

standing of the electrical chracteristics of the core being use. 

3 • ! Oeneral Equivalent Circuit 

At the outset it is possible to simplify the problem of the 

loaded core somewhat before going into the details of core characteristics. 

Consider the circuit of Fig. 3-3. It is always possible to reduce this 

to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3-1 where L. and 1 are primary 

and secondary leakage inductances and r. and r9 are primary and secondary 

-21-
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winding resistances. All of these are reflected to the secondary winding. 

This circuit is valid regardless of the specific character of the "black 

box" labelled R(0) and implies no restrictions on it. In arriving at 

this circuit the following facts are notedj 

1. The leakage flux will be proportional to the current 

producing it because, in general, much of the leakage-flux path is in 

air and the series reluctance of this portion of the path is large 

compared to the reluctance of the path within the core. Representation 

of the leakage components as linear inductances is, therefore, valid* 

2. The flux in the core is the mutual flux. This assumes 

that fringing is negligible. 

The problem of the loaded core is thus essentially reduced to 

that of determining the exact nature of R(0). The significance of R(0) 

as used to denote the "black boxn of the equivalent circuit is that it 

represents the v-i characteristic at the input to a single turn linking 

the core. Most generally it may be thought of as an operator which when 

multiplied by the current i gives the voltage v induced across the winding 

at any instant. Since this actually represents the voltage per turn vs. 

ampere-turn characteristic of the core, multiplying by IT specifies the 

v-i characteristic for N turns. 

It is important to realize that the loops of Fig. 3-2 do not 

present a true picture of the operation of the core in the 0-1 plane under 

pulsed conditions. If they did, of course,the time response of the core 

to any excitation could be readily predicted from it. In this region, 
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relaxation effects dominate the behavior of the corei tha t i s , there i s 

a delay between the sudden application of the magnetic f i e l d and the 

buildup of flux in the core. In addition, eddy-current loss cannot be 

neglected here. The t a c i t assumption of time independence which i s made 

in discussing low-frequency loops i s no longer ju s t i f i ed here . 

3*2 Current-Source Tests 

I f a square-loop material i s excited with steps of current which 

exceed the fu l l switching current of the material , the voltage responses 

of the core w i l l have the general shapes shown in Fig. 3-5« I f the 

voltage and time scales are normalized so that r/V-peak i s plot ted v s . 

t /T , the outputs tend to f a l l d i rec t ly on one another. Further, i f 

V-peak i s plot ted v s . I , the value of the excit ing-current s tep , the 

relat ionship i s l inear with an intercept roughly equal to I • This p lo t 
c 

17 
is sketched in Fig. 3-6. H. K. Rising used the above data to arrive 

at an equivalent circuit for a metallic core which consisted of a current 

source in parallel with a resistance which was a function of the flux in 

the core alone. It is important to realize that this analysis is only 

valid for core excitations which exceed full switching current, I , or, 

m. 
in other words, for switching times which are less than T , the switching 

time corresponding to an excitation of I . 
m 

There are many applications where it is necessary to determine 

the R(0) for slower switching times. This is particularly true when the 

core has a loaded secondary. Steps of constant current cannot be used 

in an open-circuit test for this region, because they would not succeed 

in fully switching the core. In the limit, of course, as the switching 
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time approaches infinity, the d-c loop becomes valid, and this corresponds 

to an equivalent circuit having a current source in parallel with an 

inductance. In order to determine the equivalent circuit which is valid 

in the region between these 2 extremes, a series of experiments was 

devised* 

3»3 Voltage-Source Tests 

Consider what happens If an unloaded core is excited with a 

constant voltage source. If the source is of low enough impedance and 

no leakage is assumed, the voltage across the core will remain essentially 

constant as long as the core is switching, and equal increments of time 

will correspond to equal increments of flux. That is, for d#/dt • V • 

constant, 0 will vary directly with t. The current exciting the core 

then, when viewed on an oscilloscope, will give a fairly good estimate 

of the I vs. 0 relationship which holds for any given switching time 

and is, hence, a simple way of obtaining a hysteresis loop which is valid 

under pulsed conditions. Fig. 3-7 shows the voltage and current outputs 

for various values of switching time. If now the time scales are all 

normalized and the currents for various voltages are sketched approximately, 

they have the shape shown in Fig. 3-8 over the region in which the voltage 

across the core remains essentially constant. Actually, there is a hump 

on the current waveform at the beginning, but this will be neglected. 

The experimental setup used to obtai. this data is shown in Fig. 3-7. 

The current driver on the right was merely used to switch the core back 

again. The driver on the left is the low-impedance source consisting of 
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a pentode plate loaded with a low-impedance pot in para l le l with the 

core winding which had 1*0 tu rns . The core tested was a General Ceramics 

MF-1312 of the F-262 type. Adjusting the resistance varied the voltage 

across the core and hence the switching time. A 1-ohm re s i s to r in the 

winding was used to monitor the magnetizing current . Using the sketches 

of current shown in Fig. 3-8 an equivalent c i rcu i t consisting of a 

r e s i s t o r , an inductance, and a current source in pa ra l l e l can be obtained 

to represent the operation of the core for a part icular range of switching 

times* The value of resistance can be calculated from the change in 

voltage over the change in current as measured by the v e r t i c a l displace

ment between 2 l ines in Fig. 3-8. The inductance is measured by measuring 

the slopes of the current waveforms. The equivalent current source i s 

obtained from extrapolation using the value of R and the i n i t i a l points 

on the current-waveform sketches. The data taken here was for switching 

times from 1.5 to 20 microseconds. 

The values of R, L and I which were obtained for the experimental 

setup described above are given below: 

R - 5620 ohms; 

L • 2560 microhenries§ 

I - 0.027 amperes. 

Since these were a l l on a bO-turn basis they must be normalized in order 

to be made independent of number of turns . To do t h i s , impedances are 

divided by N , or 1600, and currents are multiplied by N, or UO. 
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This yields values of: 

2 
r • 3»5 ohms per turn j 
0 

2 
1 - 1.6 microhenries per turn 1 
o 

i • 1.1 amperes. 

It should be pointed out here that a plot of V-peak versus I on a single-

17 
turn basis (using Rising's method ' to extend to the region for faster 

switching times) yielded the plot shown in Fig. 3-6 for this core. This 

yields a current source value of 1«2 amperes and a peak resistance of 

3«8 ohms per turn which check closely with those found above. 

3.U Universal Curves 

Returning now to the original problem of a core loaded with some 

secondary impedance, it is interesting to see how the above analysis 

checks out with experimental results. Consider a core loaded with a 

secondary resistance and driven on the primary by a step of current. In 

switch design for driving a magnetic-core memory it is often desirable 

to obtain a secondary current pulse of specific amplitude and impedance 

level for a minimum amount of N,L.. If leakage is neglected, the 

equivalent circuit reduces to a simple resistive divider in parallel with 

a current source and an inductance as shown in Fig. 3-9» If this circuit 

is solved for the maximum value of secondary current, I_, before the 

inductance begins to draw current, I? can be expressed as: 

N,I, x N9 

_ eff " 
*tm—2 
• N 2 • e 

where N,L, - N,I, - I 1 Vf* X1 ° 
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The ratio L,/ N,I, will be called the transfer ratio. This is the 
2 1 -Leff 

secondary current per unit of effective ampere-turn input and if plotted 

versus secondary turns with the ratio 9 * Ro/r as a parameter a set of 

universal curves is obtained which is useful for switch-design purposes. 

These universal curves are shown in Fig. 3-10. The following observations 

can be made about them: 

lo The curve for 9 • 0 represents the ideal transformer curve. 

2. As 9 becomes larger the maximum value of transfer ratio 

occurs at larger and larger values of Np« In other words, for large 

values of 9 the transfer ratio actually increases with N? over some 

region, which is never true of the ideal transformer. 

3. The current regulation in the face of some change in 

secondary resistance, A 9 , may be easily estimated from these graphs. 

The percentage change in transfer ratio for a given /\Q can be measured 

by the vertical distance between parameter lines on the graph. Thus, 

at a constant value of N„ the vertical spacing of the parameter lines 

becomes closer for increasing 9 due to the increased output impedance 

and hence better regulation resulting from higher secondary resistance. 

Similarly for constant 9 as N~ increases the spacing of the lines 

becomes much closer indicating the better regulation due to higher trans

former impedance. 

li. It should be pointed out that the emphasis of this 

analysis on transformer design in the region far removed from ideal is 

not merely gratuitous. In switch-core work, this is very often the 

region of most interest as will be pointed out later. 
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An interest ing example of the pract ical use of th is chart was 

demonstrated when an attempt was made to re-examine some of the early 
a 

designs on switch cores made at M.I.T. At that time a switch was 

designed with MP-1118 cores using a s t r i c t l y empirical method. Various 

values of secondary turns were tes ted experimentally, and a value of 

N„ • 2 was finally chosen as having the best t ransfer r a t i o . The 

par t icu lar core and terminating r e s i s t o r used in t h i s design give a 

value of 0 somewhere around U or 5» From the universal curves of 

Fig. 3-10, i t i s c lear that the peak transfer r a t i o should be expected 

to occur at N« • 2, and, therefore, th is empirically-derived design 

becomes readily understandable. 

An experimental ver if icat ion of the curves in Fig. 3-10 obtained 

from t e s t s on an MF-1313» F-262 core are shown in Fig. 3-H. They show 

the same character is t ic shape as the theoret ical curves and i l l u s t r a t e 

well the variation of I with R and N?. At t h i s point, i t i s necessary 

to emphasize that no consideration has yet been given to the t r ans i t ion 

from high to low impedance which i s implied when i t i s said tha t the 

core has finished switching. Assuming for the moment tha t the low-

impedance state i s essent ia l ly zero, then the secondary pulse would be 

expected to terminate when the secondary flux linkages as given by the 

product N. x ACp, have been dissipated in the secondary load ( AflJ i s 

measured as in Fig. 3 - 2 ) . Actually, the t rans i t ion from the high-

impedance state i s not sharply defined but i s rather gradual in most 

mater ia ls . The low-impedance s ta te can probably be well estimated by 

referr ing to appropriate portions of the d-c loop. I t i s important to 
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realize that the equivalent circuit developed above is only valid during 

the time the core is still switching. 

3.5 Core Loss 

It should also be emphasized that all 3 elements, current source, 

resistance, and inductance, are really dissipative in that the energy 

put into them in a single half cycle is not recovered again. The total 

energy loss in a core being switched is expressed by: 

-f NiNET * V d t 

where N i ^ - N ^ - N ^ 

For constant voltage this yields: 

•SET dt 

••W2 '** 
av. 

where Nij^-fT) is the average net magnetizing ampere-
av. 

turns for switching time, T. 

Calculations of energy losses in cores and the effect of heating on core 

ift 
output have been discussed in another paper by the author and will not 

be considered in detail here. 

3«6 Equivalent-Circuit Parameter Values 

In selecting cores for use in specific designs it is useful to 

know how the equivalent circuit varies with various parameters. The 

following generalizations are fairly obvious: r and 1 both vary directly 

with flux density and cross-sectional area and inversely with mean radius. 
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Unfortunately, however,^Q varies similarly with the first 2 items. 

Sin.-e the product N« x £>(^determines switching time it is impossible to 

vary^(P without compensating for it somehow to maintain the same switch

ing time. 

In the simple case of a resistive load, for instance, the switching 

time and flux linkages would be related by the following equation if a 

square pulse of secondary current is assumed. 

N2 x ^ ( f - I2R2T 

Aside from variations due to core size there is, of course, variation 

in materials. A detailed analysis of all materials is not available at 

this time, but preliminary evidence seems to definitely favor metallic 

cores over ferrites in that both the low- and high-impedance states 

approach more closely the ideal. In addition there is a good deal less 

sensitivity to temperature exhibited by the metals mainly because they 

have a higher Curie point. However, work is being done towards the 

development of ferrite materials having the desirable properties of 

metals. 

3.7 Pulse-Sequence Sensitivity 

In switches in which there are varying amounts of bias on different 

cores and in which the operation is in a region far removed from saturation, 

it is possible to encounter nonuniformity of outputs because of the many 

pulse sequences to which a core may be subjected, and which cause the core 

to operate on a variety of loops. In this respect it is important to 

note that metals tend to saturate much more readily than ferrites. The 
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number of uni ts of bias to which a core may be subjected depends upon the 

number of bias dimensions in the switch; therefore, th i s effect should be 

more noticeable in switches with more dimensionso 

3.8 Noise 

In considering noise outputs i t should be noted tha t as the knee 

of the loop i s approached from negative saturat ion, the slope increases 

considerably in the region of zero current* The allowable noise output 

w i l l determine the region to which sat isfactory low impedance operation 

i s confined. I t i s also evident that the amplitude of the drive pulse 

w i l l greatly determine the effective signal-to-noise r a t io on a flux 

b a s i s . The greater the basic uni t of input excitat ion, the poorer the 

signal-to-noise r a t i o . This can be seen simply from the equation below 

Ratio of signal flux 

to noise flux cs -n — 
V 

where ^ i 0 i s twice the remanent flux and 0 i s the flux change in a 

p a r t i a l l y selected core due to an excitat ion such as X in Fig. li-3«r~If 

0 increases with I (even though not necessari ly l inea r ly ) th i s r a t io 

becomes smaller for increased I . The influence of the size of R_ on 

noise output must also be taken into account. In the l imi t as R_ 

approaches zero the core would act as an idea l transformer evon in the 

low-impedance s t a t e if secondary leakage and wire resistance are neglected. 

Actually leakage would be a signif icant factor at this low-impedance level , 

and the equivalent c i rcui t would be an inductive current divider formed 

by the low-impedance magnetizing inductance and the secondary leakage 

inductance. The noise currents could thus be extremely high depending 
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upon leakage• As R becomes large, on the other hand, the secondary 

current would approach the open-circuit noise voltage divided by R-. 

In general it can be said of a particular design that the signal-to-

noise ratio of secondary current can be no worse than the ratio of the 

amplitude of core voltage (obtained for specified switching time by the 

open-circuit voltage-source test described previously)to the open-

circuit voltage amplitude for the specified N.,1, excitation applied to 

the core in the saturated or low-impedance regions« 

3*9 Summary 

The design of a single saturable transformer to meet specific 

impedance level, amplitude, switching time, and noise requirements is a 

fairly complicated problem. The design of a large matrix of these trans

formers, including the choice of one of an extremely large number of 

selection systems, must necessarily entail a good many compromises, 

educated guesses, and experimentation. It is perhaps in order then to 

summarize the analysis given above and to indicate the nature of the 

compromises which will have to be made. If it is assumed that I. and T, 

the switching time, are fixed by the driving requirements of the memory 

and that the core material at hand most closely approaches the ideal, 

how should Np, A X and R be chosen? Increasing N~ indefinitely, increases 

the transformer impedance and hence provides better current regulation, 

also making the output less dependent on the core characteristics but 

it also tends to increase the noise amplitude by increasing the impedance 

in the nonselect case. What is more, it tends to decrease the transfer 

ratio thus requiring more primary turns and/or current per unit of 
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secondary current. On the other hand, increasing R? tends to decrease 

the transfer ratio and requires more N„ Z^3Ifor the same switching time. 

However, it improves current regulation and reduces the amplitude of the 

noise pulse. The exact nature of the vacuum tubes available, the memory 

load to be driven, the noise pulses tolerable, the number of windings 

per switch core determined by the selection system, the size of the switch, 

and the physical dimensions of the core will all influence the final 

values of N?, ̂ ^ a n d TU chosen. In Chapter h an example will be given 

of the application of this analysis to the design of a working switch. 
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CHAPTER h 

EXPERIMENTAL MEMORY SYSTEM USING A 256-POSITION 
CORE SWITCH FOR REGISTER DRIVE" 

The decision to construct a working memory employing one-

dimensional read supplied by a register switch was arrived at only after 

possible advantages and difficulties were evaluated. A block schematic 

showing the flip-flops, diode matrices, core switch, and memory is shown 

in the dotted box of Fig. U-13- An inherent property of the system which 

greatly influences the switch design is the fact that while the total 

secondary load is rather small, (the register wire links only one core 

per digit plane) it varies greatly with the information stored. The 

switch core can be loaded with anywhere from 0 to n memory cores switching 

for an n-place memory. In an attempt to eliminate this variation in load 

8 

a memory was proposed which requires 2 cores per cello Each of these 

always holds information which is the opposite of that held by the other. 

A detailed description of such a system and some experimental results for 

single-register tests are given in Appendix 2 but will not be discussed 

at all here. 

li.O Memory Specifications 

In designing an experimental switch for register selection, it 

was necessary to decide on a size that would be large enough to allow 

extrapolation of results to large-scale memories, yet small enough to 

allow completion of the project with a reasonable expenditure of time, 

effort, and material. A memory capacity of 256 registers of 16-digit 

word length was chosen as fulfilling these requirements. An access time 
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of from 5 to 6 microseconds was accepted as a worth-while goal and the 

design, therefore, aimed at obtaining this* 

lwl Materials 

It was decided that ferrite cores would be used, although metallic 

switch cores approach ideal characteristics much more clocely and present 

a far less serious heating problem than ferrites. It was felt that the 

ferrites could probably be designed to work satisfactorily and the 

seating problem could be side-stepped temporarily, in this experimental 

aodel at least, by restricting operation to low pulse repetition 

frequencies. The significantly lower cost of ferrites and the avail

ability of a ready supply for experimental purposes largely influenced 

ohis decision. 

The material chosen was MF-1312. This mixture has a medium 

switching speed and a low S compared with most ferrites. A supply of 

General Ceramics MF-1312 cores part No. F-262 was mailable. This size 

core met the requirements for a workable design in 2 important respects: 

available flux and wiring convenience. These will be discussed in more 

detail in another section. 

The core chosen for the memory which the switch drives is 

MF-1326-B part No. F-39U. This is the same core that is used in the 

MTC memory. 

1.2 Core Testing 

The testing of switch cores was done in a crude but convenient 

manner. A batch of about 30 cores was driven successively by pulses of 

alternate polarity from 6CD6 current amplifiers. The large back voltage 
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of all the switching cores caused the tube to bottom and the cores to 

switch at fairly constant voltage. Inspection of the output developed 

across each core allowed a ready means for selection of those lying 

within arbitrary voltage limits. In this manner the 2£6 cores needed 

were selected from the total of about 500 available. The outputs for 

acceptable, marginal, and unacceptable cores are shown in Fig. I4-I along 

with the driving current wavefoi.... 

Iu3 Saturable-Transformer Design 

The analysis of Chapter 3 points out that the secondary impedance 

(which determines secondary current regulation in the face of changing 

load) is made up of 2 components, the secondary resistance and the 

magnetizing impedance of the transformer which varies with the square 

of the secondary turns. It is also necessary that the core have the 

proper amount of flux available when switching so that the prescribed 

access-time requirements are met. The approximation which determines 

the amount of flux required is given by: 

N2 A i r I 2 R2 T 

In other words, the secondary-flux linkages must equal the product of 

secondary current, resistance, and switching time, which is the area of 

the voltage pulse appearing across the resistor. This assumes that the 

flux of the memory cores is small compared to the flux dissipated across 

the resistor. 

The combination of secondary turns equal to 5 and secondary 

resistance equal to 10 ohms was found to give sufficient secondary 

impedance, while at the same time satisfying the equation above relating 
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flux and switching time. Substituting below in this equation and solving 

for A (P, we find: 
o 

*Q m 0.9 x 10 x 2 x 10 - 360 maxwells 

' 5 

where N„ - 5, R~ • 10, T • 2 microseconds,I« "0.9 ampere. 

The d-c hysteresis loop for this core (Fig. 3-2) shows a flux 

change of about 360 maxwells. 

U*h Preliminary Model 

It was decided that a 2-dimensional selection system would be 

used in the switch. This would require 32 vacuum-tube drivers, 16 on 

each co-ordinate. It was felt that the saving in vacuum tubes in going 

to 3 dimensions would probably not be justified in this model. From the 

analysis of Chapter 3* the tube count would then be ij+8+8 - 20, but the 

number of cores driven by some bias drivers would be as large as 6u and 

there would be an extra winding on each core. 

Before building a full-size switch, a preliminary model was built 

using a plugboard layout with cores mounted on 9-pin bases and inserted 

in standard tube sockets. This model is shown in Fig. lt-2. It is a 

T-section of 31 cores representing a selected row and column, 15 partially 

excited cores in each line, and the selected core lying at their inter

section. This model worked well piving very uniform outputs when 

different cores were plugged in the selected position. The primary turns 

used in this model were 25. This required driving currents of about uOO 

milliamperes on each line for a secondary current of about 900 milliamperes, 
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The back voltage which the vacuum-tube driver sees is made up of 

2 components. One is the voltage of the selected core switching; the 

other is the primarily inductive impedance of the partially selected 

cores sliding on the flat portions of their loops plus leakage. In the 

plugboard model these 2 components had peak values which were within a 

few volts of each other. 

U«£ Selection Logic 

Two modes of switch logic were tested in this model and results 

compared. In both Modes I and II, a d-c bias current puts all cores at 

point 1 as shown on the loop of Fig. b-3« An X and a Y line are excited, 

causing the selected core to move out to point 2, giving the read output. 

In Mode I, both X and Y drivers are turned off, and the core moves back 

to point 1, giving the write output. In this type of operation the write 

primary input is fixed by the bias and cannot be smaller than the read. 

This is evident from the 3 equations below: 

B fc X - Y 

R - f (X • T - B) 

M - f (B) 

The first equation states that the amplitude of the bias is such that 

neither the X nor the Y alone is sufficient to drive the core into the 

positive magnetomotive-force region. This is assumed in order to keep 

the noise outputs as small as possible. 

The second and third equations say that the read and write currents 

are, respectively, the result of applying net magnetomotive force to the 

core primary of the amount indicated functionally in the parenthesis. 
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Combining these equations, it is seen that the write is the result of a 

primary excitation equal to B, whereas the read is due to an excitation 

equal to or less than B. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain a read 

output which is larger than the write. Another disadvantage of this 

mode is that the fall time of the X and Y drivers determines the rise 

time and, hence, shape of the write output. 

In Mode II, a separate driver pulses the core back to some 

~>oint 3 which need not coincide with point 1 (the X and Y drivers remain 

on). This means that the read and write amplitudes are completely in

dependent of one another. The main objection to this mode is that it 

requires an extra dynamic driver in parallel with the d-c bias driver. 

The design of a dynamic current amplifier for this job is extremely 

difficult, because it drives all the cores in the switch and the back 

voltage would be tremendous for any usable rise time. In the T-section 

tested, it was possible to operate in this mode because only 31 cores 

were driven by the dynamic driver. However, calculations showed that 

it would prove impractical in the full-scale switch. Another disadvantage 

is that the duty cycle on the X and Y drivers is twice that of Mode I. 

The 256-position switch was designed with a greater number of 

primary turns (liO instead of 2$) to lower the driving-current requirements. 

This increased the back voltage, but it was still possible to operate 

successfully. It is fairly close to the maximum number of turns that 

can be put on this size core conveniently. Fig. li-i» shows the arrangement 

of windings on cores in the final switch. 
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U.6 Noise 

Inductive and capacltive coupling are minimized in this type of 

memory because the driving lines are perpendicular to the plane of the 

sense winding. 

The number of memory-core outputs on the sense winding due to 

partially selected cores in the switch is the same as in a vacuum-tuba-

driven 2-diraensional read* 15 on a selected row and 15 on a selected 

column. On a 2-dimensional read the memory cores are driven with half-

amplitude pulses. In this memory they are excited by the noise outputs 

of the switch which ideally would be zero. These excitations are small 

enough to assume that the memory core operates well down in the linear 

region and that the voltage across the memory varies as the derivative 

of this noise pulse. On the plugboard model, the noise currents from 

the switch were measured, and the assumption that the memory core voltage 

was the derivative of the exciting current multiplied by the slope of 

the hysteresis loop near zero magnetomotive force was borne out by the 

calculations and experimental results for 30 cores in using a value of 

L equal to 0.003 volt-microsecond per ampere. This yielded a peak noise 

of 0.01. 

U«7 Current Drivers 

The d-c bias current which passes through all the cores was 

supplied from a current amplifier using 6CD6 tubes. The bias winding 

carrying this current had 20 turns. 
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In order to save time the X and Y drivings and selection c ircuits 

used to drive the f i r s t metallic-core memory arrays were adapted for 
18 

driving the switch. The basic circuit as revised i s shown in Fig. h-S» 

The main revision in the circuitry i s the paralleling of the 

read and write drivers of the old system so that there are two 5687's 

or h cathodes on each drive l ine . Since the switch operation does not 

require separate write drivers there is no need to add any cathodes. A 

single $687 could probably supply the current needed i f the frequency 

were kept low enough, but since the extra cathodes were already installed 

in the setup i t was decided to make use of them in case i t was desired 

to go up to higher frequencies without undue dissipation in the drivers. 

This circuit employs a single common cathode resistor to obtain the high 

output impedance required of the current drivers. The read switch 

(Fig. li-6) i s essential ly a low-impedance source which i s used to hold 

the drivers cut-off by applying a large positive voltage across the 

common-cathode resistor. Removing this voltage allows the tube whose 

grid has been selected by the crystal matrix (Fig. U-7) to conduct at 

the proper time. The matrix i s driven by f l ip-f lops shown in Fig. 1-8. 

li.8 Memory Array 

The memory was designed to have a U-turn winding to be used for 

both Inhibiting and sensing. This provides an increase in memory signal 

and a reduction in inhibiting current, each by a factor of h* It requires 

a digit-plane winding which links the memory cores a l l with the same 

polarity. This i s made possible by the very low noise l eve l obtained 

with one-dimensional read selection. The increased space available inside 
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the core because of the single driving line and combined driving and 

sensing on a single wire makes the insertion of a multiple-turn winding 

rather simple. In the actual wiring process the ii turns were looped 

through the cores at the same time as h separate pieces of wire and then 

joined in series at lugs provided on the terminal strips. 

The complete test system with logic, core switch, and memory is 

shown in Fig. h-9» Memory-plane construction is also quite different 

geometrically from that used in the conventional MTC or WWI memory plane. 

The memory windings are shown sketched in Fig. h-10. The matrix consists 

of 256 register lines in 2 layers of 128 each. Intersecting these are 

16 digit windings of ii turns each. Placing the register wires in 2 

layers makes for compactness, allows each side of the array to be worked 

on separately, and permits the digit winding to close back on itself in 

a small-area loop, thus reducing pickup problems. 

In a system of this type the very pedestrian but painful problem 

of what to do with the register line terminating resistors presents 

itself. It should be remembered that there is one of these for each 

output of the switch or, in other words, for each register of memory. 

If we assume a secondary current of about 1 ampere and a maximum duty 

factor of $0% for a given register, then the wattage dissipated in the 

resistor is given by: 

P - I2R. x 0.5 

- R/2 

where R is the resistance of the terminating resistor. For the design 
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considered here in which R • 10, this means 256 resistors each capable 

of dissipating 5 watts. Since this experimental model was planned to 

run at greatly reduced duty cycles, 2-watt resistors were used. In order 

to simplify measurement and trouble-shooting work, a phenolic board 

(Fig. lj-11) with a 16 x 16 square layout of lugs was used to fasten one 

side of each terminating resistor* The common side of these resistors 

was returned to a common-bus network located on standoffs attached to the 

phenolic board. In any final working switch of considerable size the 

location of these resistors is one of the most serious, albeit straight

forward, problems that faces the designer. The most desirable solution 

would be to reduce the resistance to the order of 1 or 2 ohms requiring 

a dissipation of l/2 or 1 watt, respectively. This could probably be 

obtained by using nichrome or other high-resistivity wire at some point 

in the register line. This, of course, requires a major change in the 

switch-core design. The problem is to maintain the same transformer 

output impedance and switching time when the secondary resistance is 

multiplied by a factor of x. The approximate solution is to decrease 

N„ by a factor of x and increase 0 by a factor of x . This multiplies 

• 2 2 
transformer impedance which is proportional to N« 0 by x /x or 1 and 

multiplies flux linkages which is 1L0 by a factor of x /x or x. Since 

flux linkages should vary directly with secondary resistance for constant 

current and switching time, the basic conditions have been satisfied. 

It is important to realize that the above analysis only holds for the 

region in which the resistance is large enough so that the major part 

of the flux may be said to be dissipated in it, rather than the memory 
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cores . I f the resistance in the present case i s reduced by a factor of 

5 to 2 ohms, the approximate solution would be to multiply Np by a 

factor of 5 and decrease the flux by a factor of 2$, This would yield 

a 25-turn secondary and would make i t extremely d i f f icu l t to get a decent 

current transformation without running to an excessive number of primary 

tu rns . I t is to be emphasized that th is i s only an approximation, but 

i t does indicate the general trend the design would have to takeo 

The physical construction of the switch was influenced primarily 

by the desire to have a l l cores readi ly accessible for replacement and 

t es t ing . The cores were wound separately on a poor machine by some very 

pat ient people. No. 36 formex wire was used, and the cores were then 

mounted on a large phenolic board containing the thousand or so miniature 

solder lugs (which i s shown in Fig. U-ll) in a square 16 x 16 layout. 

The switch secondaries were brought out with feedthrough lugs through 

the back of the phenolic board and down to terminal s t r ips adjacent to 

the memory. They were jumpered to the memory terminating s t r i p s to 

which had been previously wired the regis ter l i n e s . The other ends 

of the register l ines feed the r e s i s t o r board. There i s no return lead 

from tho common ends of the r e s i s t o r . The low impedance of the 255 non-

selected l ines in para l le l makes t h i s unnecessary. The common sides of 

a l l the secondaries are jumpered together a t the back of the switch. 

Iw9 Digit-Plane Circuitry 

Full advantage was taken of the h-turn digi t-plane winding to 

simplify sensing and inhibit ing c i r c u i t s . These are shown in Fig. li-12. 
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The digit-plane driver uses a single 7AK7 tetrode connected and i s driven 

d i rec t ly from a f l ip - f lop . 

The sense amplifier has 2 stages of amplification followed by a 

cathode follower and a gate tube used for strobing. The f i r s t stage 

i s a grounded gr id amplifier driven direct ly from the digi t-plane winding. 

The low impedance of the winding makes th i s feasible^ however, i t 

introduces a quiescent current of a few milliamperes in the winding 

which i s not too desirable but which is probably negl igible . A grounded 

gr id stage is used only because i t provides the proper polar i ty at the 

gate tube after 2 stages of amplification. The stages are a-c coupled 

with a fa i r ly long time constant. Blocking of the second amplifier stage 

i s prevented by working the f i r s t stage close enough to cutoff so that 

large positive s ignals at the cathode drive the tube into cutoff and 

a re , therefore, cl ipped. I t should be noted tha t the sense-winding 

configuration used here produces unipolar ONEs so that the amplifier need 

not provide the symmetrical input and inversion stages needed with a 

canceling-type winding which produces bipolar ONEs. 

The gate tube a t the output of the sense amplifier i s strobed 

by a 0.1-microsecond pulse applied to i t s control grid. The suppressor 

receives the amplified read output. A bias control on the suppressor 

controls the level of pulses which the gate tube wi l l pass. This level 

i s se t jus t low enough to insure that no ZEROs pass through the gate tube. 

u.10 Block Diagrams 

The logic necessary for supplying the sequences of pulses needed 

to operate the memory i s shown schematically in Fig. u-13» The schedule 
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of pulses is shown in Fig. b-lii. In this setup a single digit plane was 

operated at a time with sense amplifier and digit-plane driver. The 

other 15 were put in series with a common inhibit driver so that the 

full effect of the variation in load due to varying information in the 

other digits would be observed on the plane being tested. The logic is 

set up to address and read and write successively in the 2f>6 registers. 

The system is capable of having any arbitrary information pattern 

read in and out of the memory plane under test repeatedly or of causing 

a pattern of ONEs and ZEROs to move through the array, shifting over, 

a register at a time. The information is displayed visually on a scope. 

The 16 x 16 array of spots is obtained from decoders operating from the 

address flip-flops and intensity-modulated by the output of the sense 

amplifier, a bright spot appearing wherever a ONE is stored. 

In order to write in particular patterns such as the one shown 

in Fig. lj-15 it was not necessary to use a light gun as in previous 

memories. Instead, the memory is filled with ZEROs, and a clip lead 

from the common side of all the secondary resistors is touched to the 

appropriate lug on the resistor board corresponding to the position in 

which it is desired to place a ONE. This shorts out the secondary 

resistance and causes the register line current to become too large for 

the digit plane driver to inhibit successfully when writing ZEROsj as a 

result, ONEs are written in every position to which the clip lead is 

applied, thus enabling any desired pattern to be written in the memory. 
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U.ll Experimental Results 

The system described above was made to operate successfully 

although a number of setbacks were encountered in the course of the work. 

The most serious of these was the occurrence of short-circuits from 

windings to switch-core bodies due to the wearing away of the insulation 

during the winding of the cores. Another problem was the lack of uniformity 

in number of turns. These problems could be eliminated by a systematic 

winding technique on a good machine and by painting and sanding the cores 

before wiring. 

A small conflagration, fortunately local, occurred when the 

switch was first put into operation. This was due to the shorts mentioned 

above. It was then decided to raise all the windings to the same potential 

so that the effect of the shorts could be minimized. Fortunately this 

measure has proved successful* In addition it was decided to run the 

d-c bias in a pulsed fashion. It is turned on and off far enough outside 

the operating cycle so that to all intents and purposes it simulates 

direct current. This is the reason that a 6CD6 amplifier is used. 

Ordinarily no vacuum tube would be required at all. A steady drain of 

about UOO milliamperes from the 90-v supply, for instance, could be 

obtained with the appropriate series resistance and a healthy choke 

could be put in series to guarantee a good current source. Since this 

current could remain on all the time, there would be no need to worry 

about the problem of pulsing it on and off through the large inductance. 

Such a panel has been constructed but has not yet been used. Pictures 
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of typical waveforms of the cathode and plate voltages of the X-T drivers 

and the "d-c" bias output current are shown in Fig. U-16. Inhibit-

current waveform and diode-matrix selecting and nonselecting outputs are 

also shown* 

The spread in memory-core outputs from all positions is shown 

superposed in Fig. U-17. It shows both the 256 ONEs and 256 ZEROs. 

These were obtained by photographing the sense winding output for the 

case of a plane holding all ONEs and for that of a plane holding all 

ZEROs. It should be noted that there is a good deal more uniformity in 

the read output than in the write. This is thought to be mainly due to 

90-volt supply ripple which is being eliminated at the present time. 

The large pulse during write times comes from the inhibit driver, when 

ZEROs are written. Also shown are the 256 ZEROs and ONEs at the out

put of the last stage of the sense amplifier* The ZEROs are slightly 

negative at strobe time. This is due to the fact that the 30 noise 

currents from the partially selected cores in the switch are decreasing 

in amplitude at strobe time and the memory-core noise outputs which are 

proportional to the derivative of this current are, therefore, all 

negative. 

At this point it is helpful to consider the safe operating 

19 
regions of memory cores used in different selection systems. B. Widrow 

has developed the concept of the shmoo as the safe operation region of 

any system which is a function of N variables. In particular, if we 

consider a memory with external register drive and assume a core having 
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an ideal loop, then the write operating shmoo for a single core as a 

function of write current, W, and digit-plane current, D, can be shown 

from the necessary conditions for 2:1 selection to be that shown in 

Fig. lj-18. Similarly, the shmoo for 3:1 write system is also shown. 

These figures illustrate the increased operating region which can be 

obtained with 3:1 selection. The system designed here has not been run 

at 3:1, but such operation should be attempted in order to get a full 

evaluation of its possibilities. 

It is important to realize that with respect to a single digit 

plane there is no so-called worst pattern of information as there is in 

the conventional memory of the WWI. Experiments have shown that the 

noise outputs from the memory due to partially selected switch cores 

are too small to be significant in an array of this size even with a non-

canceling winding. 

A worst pattern, or what is perhaps better called a worst 

sequence, would involve the loading effect due to variations in the 

information in the remainder of the digits. The extremes of this effect 

would result from alternating all ONEs or all ZEROs in the remaining 15 

planes for various patterns of information in the plane under test. If 

the output impedance of the switch core is high enough, the secondary 

current will remain unchanged in the face of the changing information, 

and the variations due to this effect will be negligible. 

Fig. I4-I7 shows the current in the 10-ohm terminating resistor 

in a typical secondary line. The shape of the write pulse is helped by 

slowing down the fall time of the X and I drivers with capacity at the 
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grid of the read gate . The picture shows the superposed outputs for the 

cases where f i r s t a l l ONEs and then a l l ZEROs are wri t ten in the register* 

that i s , for the cases when no cores are switched and when 16 memory 

cores are switched. The difference between the 2 is greater on the 

write than the read, a b i te being taken out of the waveform when a l l 16 

cores are switching/ the difference i s small enough so tha t margins 

should not be noticeably affected. The low trace appearing j u s t above 

the base l ine i s the pa r t i a l l y selected core or "noise* output. The 

ra t io between peak-signal and peak-noise outputs i s somewhere between 

15 and 20 to l j a t strobe time, i t i s considerably be t te r than t h i s . 

The read amplitude i s about 1.2 amperesj the write about 800 milliamperes. 

I t has been possible to get the write bigger than the read by working 

the unselected cores out closer to the knee of the loop and by slowing 

down the f a l l of the X and Y drivers to reduce the write current . 

The core loss per read-write cycle for the MF-1312, F-262 core 

for a switching time of 2 microseconds i s given by: 

V - 2 x Ni (T)NET# xA0 
*av. 

- 2 x 2.5 x 360 x 10"8 

-6 
- 18 x 10 joules/cycle 

Assuming a maximum duty cycle of S0% for any nontr ivia l program the 

maximum power loss would be: 

Pmo^ - 18 x 10"6 x 105 

max 
% 2 watts 
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Neither the driving circuits nor the cores (without some kind of forced-

air cooling) would be capable of running at maximum duty cycle; therefore, 

no attempt was made to run at these speeds. 

Precise measurements of margins were not taken because the 

driving circuitry did not allow wide variation in currents. However, 

with the read-write currents set as in Fig. U-17 it was possible to store 

any arbitrary information pattern for a range of digit-plane currents 

from 80 to liiO milliamperes. In order to allow an unlimited number of 

disturbs for testing the upper limit in digit-plane current, the memory 

is filled with ONEs, it is stopped at an address and a ZERO is forced 

in. If after remaining at the address for a number of seconds the 

counters are again allowed to address sequentially, the memory should 

hold all ONEs (except for the address at which a ZERO was placed). The 

. upper limit in digit current is marked by the point at which the first 

of the ONEs is changed to ZERO. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

Any comparison between magnetic-core-memory systems depends 

considerably on the state of development of core materials• One of the 

difficulties in evaluating the present system is that the cost and quality 

of memory cores in the near future is difficult to estimate. If cores 

are perfected to the point where uniformity and low half-select noise 

are no longer difficult or expensive to obtain, the major advantages of 

the system designed for this thesis over the 2-dimensional read will 

largely disappear. The results obtained with the system designed here 

indicate that the basic principle of the register switch for one-

dimensional read is sound and that the main potential advantage, the 

reduction of noise, has been realized. 

The noise problem in 2-dimensional systems increases directly 

with the size of the array. Unfortunately the experiences encountered 

in constructing the 256-position register switch make it appear that the 

extension of this system to sizes larger than 102li registers (32 x 32) 

would probably entail some very serious construction problems because 

of the physical dimensions of the switch and terminating resistors and 

the large number of solder connections• In other words, for large 

memories, in which one-dimensional read is most advantageous, the re

gister switch to provide it is hardest to build. 

It is to be emphasized that complete tests have not yet been 

made. In particular, the possibility of running at 3:1, which might 

make a considerable difference in margins or core specifications, should 

be looked into. Also, the possibility of overdriving on the read to get 
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faster, larger signals has not yet been fully explored. The present 

driving circuits are not capable of producing the currents needed for 

this. 

In general, it is felt that while this system has a number of 

desirable features such as reduction of tube count and greater memory-

wiring simplicity, it is too early to say whether or not it will have 

any marked superiority over present methods as an economically competi

tive system. 

So long as memory systems require the memory-core to perform 

part of the selection function it is difficult to see how memory-core 

specifications and the need for carefully controlled driving currents 

can be significantly reduced. This fact led to the suggestion of the 

system proposed in Appendix 1, and it is believed that with the develop

ment of more sophisticated wiring techniques this system holds the 

greatest promise for faster, more reliable computer memories. 
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APPENDIX 1 

CORE MEMORY USINQ EXTERNAL BIT SELECTION 

A memory system in which the memory function (remanence) and 

the selection function (nonlinearity) are performed in separate cores 

may have the following advantages over the present (coincident-current) 

system: 

1. Much broader tolerances on core acceptability 

2. Reduced noise out of the memory array 

3» Larger signals out of memory 

Ue Shorter memory access time. 

Some of the costs may be: 

lo Two or three times as many cores required 

2* More complex construction problems 

A*1-1. Statement of the Problem 

Consider the problem of using switch cores to perform the 

selection function for a magnetic-core memory completely external to 

the meirory cores themselves. 

A.1-2. The Functions This Selection System Must Perform 

It must be capable of subjecting any memory core in a 

selected register to either of two cycles: 

Read, Write ZERO (R-WQ) 

Read, Write ONE ( H L ) 

without exciting any other cores in the array. 

75 
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(A ZERO and a ONE are represented in the usual manner as shown on the 

hysteresis loop below along with Read and Write polarities.) 

mm— Mvfe 
A.1-3. The Necessary and Sufficient Conditions Imposed on the Excitations 

Which the Switch Cores are to Provide to the Memory Cores 

For cycle R-W- it is only necessary to have a sequence which 

has a first pulse plus and a last pulse plus* 

For cycle R-W, a first pulse plus and a last pulse minus are 

required. These two cycles are shown below* 

(R-W0) 

(R-W,). L 

A.l-l». The Minimum Number of Cores Which Can Perform the Switching 
Function Outlined Above 

Recall that a switch core must be reset to its original flux 

state before the start of a new cyclej that is a natural for R-W., cycle. 

However, the R-W0 cycle cannot come from a single core* it could, though, 

come from the properly combined outputs of two switch cores, the first 

of which produced: 

and the second . 

Output 1 Output b 
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The two cycles desired can now be obtained as shown below s 

r + "U 
Output a Output b 

(Overlapping for minimum time) 

I™,,' 

n r- + 
(H.) 

Lr 
Output a 

It is also evident from above that the minimum number of switch cores 

needed is one core per register to supply output a (all the cores in the 

register receive it) and one core per bit to supply output b (each core 

in the register may or may not receive this depending on whether a ONE 

or a ZERO is being written). 

A.1-5. Operating Characteristics 

By completely separating the switching and memory functions 

the cores are no longer restricted to the critical requirements on 

driving current and hysteresis-loop squareness imposed by coincident-

current operation. The main requirement of the switch core is that it 

be saturable! of the memory core, that it have two distinct reaanent-

flux states. 
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In addition to reducing the core-uniformity requirements this 

system makes possible increased signal outputs, shorter cycle times, and 

reduced noise* 

A.1-6. Physical Realization 

The main problem in constructing a memory of this sort is 

the increased wiring complexity which results from driving each memory 

core individually rather than from common lines. This requires small 

coupling loops linking pairs of cores, and these may be difficult to 

fabricate unless done perhaps by machine* 
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APPENDIX 2 

TWO-CORE-PER-CELL MEMORY 

A*2-l. Operation 

The two-core-per-cell memory was first proposed by K. Olsen. 

It involves the use of a register switch for selection with all its 

consequent advantages and materially simplifies the design and construction 

of the switcho The scheme may be best understood by considering the 

diagrams below. Fig* A.2-1 shows the two cores representing a single 

storage cells A register wire goes through both cores in the same 

direction* A digit wire linking all the pairs of cores comprising a 

single digit plane goes through each of the cores in a cell in opposite 

directions* 

Fig. A.2-2 shows the hysteresis loops of tne two cores with 

the direction of the read and write pulses coming from the register 

line indicated. 

During the read process, both cores are driven to the tops 

of their loops by the register excitation, R. On the write the excitation 

W tries to drive both cores to their lower flux states. At this time 

it is possible to prevent either one of the two cores from switching by 

applying current D in one direction or the other on the digit winding. 

This, of course, is because the digit winding links the cores in opposite 

directions so that one core receives W • D and the other W - D. Thus, 

when writing, one core switches from the top to the bottom of the loop 

while the other core remains at the top. A ONE can then be defined as 

core 1 in the upper state and core 2 In the lower as shown in Fig. A.2-2. 
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A ZERO is then core 1 in the lower state and core 2 in the upper» If 

the digit winding is used for sensing a ONE output will be made up of a 

large voltage from core 2 switching minus a small voltage from core 1 

being driven further into saturation. A ZERO will be a similar output 

in the opposite direction. Each digit plane then has two drivers; one 

for supplying current DQ to write ZEROs and the other which supplies D. 

excitation for writing ONEs. The polarities of these excitations with 

respect to the cores and their loops are shown in Figs. A.2-1 and A.2-2, 

respectively. 

It is important to note here that EL and D~ cannot exceed 

the knee of the hysteresis loopj otherwise, information in other cores 

in the plane may be destroyed. It is also clear that W must be limited 

in size in order to be able to inhibit successfully the core that is 

not to be switched on the write. This limit is the same as for the 

conventional selection systems, i.e., twice the excitation to the knee 

of the loop, and the maximum selection ratio is 3:1 which is the best 

possible for two-dimensional selection. 

A fundamental characteristic of this scheme is that one core 

always switches for each digit in the register both when reading and 

writing, independent of the information stored. In designing a switch 

to drive such a memory it is no longer necessary to consider current 

regulation under varying memory load. This means that clumsy and in

efficient secondary resistance and large numbers of secondary turns are 

no longer necessary. What is required is that the switch core have just 

enough flux (assuming leakage is very small) to switch one memory core 
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per digit. 

The most obvious advantages of this system in addition to 

those previously considered for external register selection ares 

1* As large as 3:1 selection on the write; 

2. Positive ONEs, negative ZEROS; 

3. Simpler switch construction. 

The costs are: 

1. An extra driver and winding per digit plane; 

2. Double the number of cores. 

The ideal shmoos for each core in the two-core cell scheme 

are shown in Fig. A.2-3 as the two cross-hatched areas. A composite 

shmoo for the whole cell would then theoretically be the area common to 

both. This would yield an operating area identical with that of single-

core-per-ceU, 3:1 selection scheme. 

There are two factors which make the above picture somewhat 

unrealistic: 

1. The current in the register is supplied by a core 

rather than a vacuum tube and, therefore, comes 

from a fixed flux source. 

2. The ideal loop postulated above differs from the 

actual d-c loop and is even further from that which 

the memory core follows under pulsed conditions. 
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A.2-2. Experimental Work 

In order to make a preliminary evaluation of this system 

the following series of experiments was performedo 

Two registers were constructed each containing 32 two-core 

ce l l s driven by a switch core. Two digits each had their own D drivers1 

the other 30 were connected in series and had a single pair of D drivers. 

The switch cores were excited by a two-dimensional selection 

scheme similar to that described in Chapter U. I t simulates the 

operation in a ful l -s ize switch. A d-c bias i s applied to a l l cores, 

and an X and a Y line are excited, the selected core switches providing 

the read pulse. A dynamic bias linking al l the core then drives the 

core back, providing the write pulse. The X and Y drivers are then 

turned off, and the cycle i s completed by turning off the dynamic bias 

driver. 

The f irs t experiments used 3 MF-1312 F-30U bodies for the 

switch core. This drove a register of DCL-370 cores fabricated at the 

Digital Computer Laboratory, a material which switches much more slowly 

than the switch cores. This resulted In operation which was far from 

optimum. 

For switching times corresponding to less than 3si selection 

for the memory core, the switch core which is of a relatively fast switch

ing material Is operating at currents below H and does not, therefore, 

switch ful ly . For excitations greater than H on the switch core, the 
m 

memory core will be forced to operate beyond its safe operating range 

which is three times the knee of the loop. This, of course, means that 
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the memory core which i s supposed to be kept from switching can no longer 

be successfully inhibited. 

When a register of 1326-B cores was substituted for the 

slower switching memory cores, much more satisfactory operation was 

obtained, and i t was possible to inhibit successfully the core in the 

c e l l which was to remain unswltched. 

A great deal of data was taken with very encouraging results 

before i t was discovered that by putting in sufficient disturbing pulses 

of the most adverse kind i t was possible to destroy the information held 

in the register. 

To understand the process by which information can be 

destroyed consider again the loops shown in Tig. A.2-2. In a switch 

having two or more dimensions of selection i t i s Impossible to eliminate 

the small noise outputs from partially selected switch cores on both the 

read and the write . In addition, there i s always the digit-plane current 

D, which partially excites the memory cores. I t i s only during the write 

process, however, that these two occur simultaneously. At this time the 

write noise pulse plus the D current which i s in the write direction add 

and tend to switch both cores to the lower flux state . 

I t was found that even at low values of D current there was 

partial switching of the core due to this disturbing action. 

Neither the D current nor the switch-noise output seamed to 

be sufficient to cause creeping up the loop but the combination of the 

two was sufficient. 
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Three solutions readily suggested themselves a t th i s points 

lo Using a switch core much closer to ideal ; 

2o Eliminating the D current which goes through the 

core in the write direction* 

3» Placing resistance in the switch-core secondary to 

l imi t the current due to pa r t i a l - se l ec t excitationso 

A metal core was t r i ed which has a much lower slope in the 

saturation region than the f e r r i t e or iginal ly testedo This helped some* 

i t took more disturbs to destroy the information. 

The second solution s t i l l requires the use of two D drivers 

per d igi t plane but only allows a selection ra t io of 2:1 as opposed to 

the 3:1 or iginal ly ant ic ipated. 

The th i rd measure moves in a direction d i rec t ly opposed to 

the motivation behind the ent i re two-core-per-bit system. I t w i l l be 

recalled that the or iginal object of the scheme was to eliminate 

secondary resistance and the high flux, many turn, switch core th i s 

necess i ta tes . Some res is tance , perhaps, in the region of 1 ohm would 

probably be feas ible . An attempt was made to put some resis tance in the 

secondary. This had the additional a t t rac t ive feature of allowing for 

the f i r s t time inspection of the secondary current feeding the reg i s t e r 

by placing a scope across t h i s r e s i s t o r . 

I t was found that the current spikes due to noise outputs 

in the switch were 300 to bOO milliamperes in amplitude. Since the 

current with no resistance in the secondary (except that of the wire) 

was probably a good deal larger, than t h i s , i t i s not surprising that 

when added to the D current i t was sufficient to bring the core out past 
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the knee of the loop and hence to destroy information in the core. 

A compromise solution might be to have the D winding link 

one core with two turns In the read direct ion and the other with one 

turn in the write direct ion. Thus, on the write the switching core 

receives W + D/2 excitation and the nonswitching core W - D. This 

yields a select ion ra t io of 

R • 2 t V2 -2 .5 , I-
2 - 1 

A.2-3. Conclusion 

The two-core-per-ceU system while undoubtedly leading to 

the simplest possible register-switch design requires double the number 
I 

of memory cores and double the number of drivers per d ig i t plane. I t 

does not eliminate the problem of secondary resistance, and, so long as 

the 3sl system i s used, there i s the poss ib i l i ty of destroying infor

mation even with large secondary resistance if, for instance, the switch 

noise output i s of the order of 5Q railllamperes peak* 

In addition the lack of resistance in the secondary means 

that the readout noise may be rather high because of switch-noise out

puts during read time. In order to take fu l l advantage of the nonlinear 

charac ter i s t ics of switch core and memory core in cascade i t is desirable 

tha t there be sufficient decoupling impedance between the two. To some 

extent leakage inductance serves th is purpose, but added resistance 

may be required to insure a low enough noise leve l . Since i t i s possible 

to build a reg is te r switch to drive a s ingle-core-per-cel l memory with as 
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low as 10 ohms secondary res is tance , as demonstrated by the r e su l t s of 

Chapter U» the two-core-per-cell memory would seem to be unjustif ied 

unless i t could be made to operate with substant ial ly less secondary 

resistance than t h i s . The limited experimental resul t s obtained here 

indicate i t w i l l not operate with 1 ohm and could probably operate 

using somewhere between 1 and 10 ohms* 
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APPENDIX 3 

EQUATIONS FOR MEMORT SWITCHING SYSTEMS 

Using the following equations to describe the general selection 

system of Fig. 2-2 

77c - c 
S'i 

It is found that; 

number of ^ • , • ~—- ^£~ 
Memory Cores | "=" / / ' 2 '"<•* 

Number of ) < ^ v̂ ~~ ,. 
Svitch Drivers J ^ _ .r* ^*>z 

T.'iv.ber of 
.latrix Buffers 

Jl M 

Number of 1 
Switch Cores ? - ^ ^ ^ ^ r " 

Number of -» *P JA r-

} m £.£.£.*** 
S*i *»»»/ 
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